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Nicole Bedford is a documentary filmmaker who uses video to explore themes of

identity, power, and resiliency. Her stories focus on the voices of everyday people and

regularly feature women-identifying folks. Nicole’s goal with any project is to

encourage nuanced contemplation of humanity through a lens of compassion,

interconnectedness, and empowerment. She is currently working towards the

completion of her first documentary feature, the smallest steps, which follows four

women as they find their voice in the Canadian anti-violence movement

(https://smalleststeps.ca/).
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Natasha is a 2021 graduate of Trent University, having just finished her undergraduate

degrees in Indigenous Studies and Gender & Social Justice with a focus on Informed

Trauma Storytelling and Anti Violence against women. With a background in Domestic

Violence, she utilizes her personal experiences with her degrees to help promote Anti

Violence movements and examine ways of healing from trauma. Her future research

includes examining how first responders listen and interact with survivors during their

first encounters when help-seeking.

NATASHA RANDELL-TREMBLETT

Jenn Cole is mixed-ancestry Algonquin Anishinaabe-kwe, an Indigenous Feminist

Performance scholar and Assistant Professor in Gender and Social Justice Studies at

Trent University and Assistant Professor in Gender and Women’s Studies at Trent

University. She researches Indigenous Performance as it intersects with

settler/Indigenous relations and reciprocal relationship to the land, especially at the

site of the Kiji Sibi/Ottawa River in Algonquin Territory. She is Associate Artistic

Producer and Director of Nozhem First Peoples Performance Space and editor for

Views and Reviews for Canadian Theatre Review.

DR. JENN COLE

JULIA MASON
Julia is a soon-to-be Trent grad with a Bachelor of Arts in International Development

Studies and a minor in Indigenous Studies. In September she will begin her Master of

Canadian Studies at Carleton University. She currently works as Community Research

Assistant for the Trent University Research Centre, where she enjoys connecting hard-

working community partners with research needs to passionate undergraduate

students who are looking to contribute to their communities through research. Having

completed a CBR project herself, Julia is ecstatic to have the opportunity to continue

working with TCRC and to continue to meet amazing students like Natasha who will

greatly benefit the organizations they work with.

Academic Supervisor 

Community Partner  

Trent Community Research Centre   

Researcher  
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THE PROJECT

Digital outreach for anti-violence programs is an accessible way to reach out to those facing

Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) or any form of violence in their lives. Sometimes, people

experiencing IPV find themselves isolated due to perpetrators, location, social position or

other circumstances beyond their control. Digital outreach offers a distinct point of access

for those who might not otherwise connect to sources of support. Nicole Bedford Films is

interested in analyzing how anti-violence organizations use social media to spread

awareness about their services and connect with supporters. Through this research, we

hope to understand what posting strategies work and what strategies need improvement so

that anti-violence organizations can better promote their services and grow their supporter

community.

This study began with a literature review to determine best practices in social media and

digital marketing used by anti-violence organizations. From there, we selected 6

organizations from across Canada and assessed their social media posts to determine how

well they followed the best practices found in the literature. Based on our findings, we

provided a list of recommendations for anti-violence organizations seeking to improve their

reach and engagement on social media.
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Use Consistent Branding and Incorporate Nature-Inspired Images, Shapes, and Colours

Incorporate the organization's logo and/or brand colours into each post

Nature-inspired images, shapes, and colours (e.g. green & grey) are received by viewers as

inclusive and relatable.

Branding consistency is integral for ensuring potential clients and supporters recognize an

organization and its associated services. Branding consistency might entail

LITERARY REVIEW FINDINGS
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Hashtags are key to any social media post as they bring their posts to the for you page or

trending pages across different social media.  The best way to find good hashtags is to do a

keyword filter inside the social media source you wish to use. Then look at which keywords are

reaching each population. Nonprofits will not want to use the most popular hashtags as their

messages will simply get lost. Instead, select the second or third most popular hashtags. The

nonprofit’s message will then have increased opportunity to show up for people through

social media 'for you' algorithms.

Branding and Visual Appeal 

Hashtags 
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Incorporating playful photos as part of a post can help with enhancing the message being

shared in a post's text content. Tumbler is one such platform that prioritizes strong visual

images to be incorporated into its users' blogs (Mendes et al., 2019, p. 1294). These images

have been proven to give public health organizations the best way to convey information to

the public (Carlyle et al., 2019, p. 955) as it draws in and holds the viewers attention. Anti-

violence non-profits can use similar methods to do the same. One of the most popular visual

imaging styles for these platforms is handmade signs that have been photographed

(Mendes et al., 2019, p. 1295). These images connect the viewer with the person sharing

the message in a way that simple text can not.

Imagery
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What message or issue your campaign is trying to share and on whom it is focused on are

important to keep in mind when designing a digital marketing campaign. Different social

media platforms are designed with different age groups in mind, it is important to connect

where you post this campaign with whom it is aimed for. Studies have demonstrated that

youth believe a strong digital marketing campaign design can change personal actions and

improve social welfare in communities. 

Some of the best digital marketing campaigns for anti-violence services include information

on activism and personal experiences. For sexual violence awareness campaigns, the

personal narrative (Mendes et al., 2019, p. 1292) helps to battle misinformation. These

personal narratives are picked up by ordinary people who can push a campaign through

social media faster than that of mainstream media (Bou-Franch, 2013), keeping it in the eyes

of the public for longer. While fear-based campaigns can catch traction fast and be seen by

anti-violence services as a good base principle for deterrence, they are not as effective as

social-based theme campaigns (Shortland & Palasinski, 2019, p. 1757) that educate or

promote change.
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Digital marketing campaign
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Instagram focuses on visual storytelling through beautiful imagery to draw in viewers. 

Twitter focuses on short text and links. 

Facebook allows for a combination of both styles of posting, imagery, sort or long text,

links as well as auditory posts. 

TikTok and YouTube open the possibility for organizations to use visual and auditory posts

that can incorporate text. 

Language in social media determines how people perceive whether or not an organization's

services might be beneficial to pursue. Studies have demonstrated that tailoring the language

and content of a post to the platform on which it will be shared helps to increase likes and

comments. For example 

Research also demonstrates that, instead of attempting to create posts that speak to a general

audience, posts about services, in particular, gain more traction when they target a very

specific audience. For example, if an organization offers anti-violence counselling for LGBTQ

populations, explicitly tailoring the language and imagery of a post to this population is more

effective.

Language 



Website, emergency exit button, information & access to services and links to social

media. 

Social media posts: # of posts, likes, shares, comments, and images used. Posts were

also assessed based on their content, including hashtags used. 

Taking Canada's diverse geo-political and socio-economic landscape into account, we

selected one anti-violence organization from each of the following geographic areas for a

total of 6 organizations to include in our study: Nunavut, British Columbia, Saskatchewan,

Ontario and Newfoundland. These organizations included shelters, sexual assault centres,

anti-violence counselling centres, and sex work advocacy organizations.

Our study analyzed anti-violence organization's posts on social media platforms using

quantitative content analysis. Quantitative content analysis is a research method where text,

visual or auditory material is categorized and recorded so that it can be analyzed. In

November 2020, we collected the following data from each organization: 

We selected November as our data collection month because it is a domestic violence

awareness month for Anti-Violence against women. This information was then further

broken down into the following categories: post styles, post consistency, types of posts,

hashtags, likes, shares and comments. From this breakdown, we were able to assess what

methods and tools anti-violence organizations use for their social media accounts  and

which methods and tools were most effective. 

DATA ANALYSIS 
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NCYR – an Anti-Violence Organization in the territories did not have any social media

accounts but did have a website. It is important to understand that internet access in the

territories is currently lacking for many communities and people. The territories are focusing

on increasing the internet over the next few years and more communities connect each

week. Many people living in the territories do have active social media accounts and would

benefit from being able to access services and information on platforms  other than singular

websites as this wifi connection continues to grow.

Location

Findings & Analysis of Posts

All organizations that had social media started with a Facebook page. If they did branch

out it was followed by Twitter, then Instagram and some even included YouTube pages

where they made videos. The organizations that have a Twitter account seem to favor

this social media platform over others and posted there most often over other accounts.

These posts favored sharing links more than original posts which did not draw much

attention on twitter. Organizations with less social media platforms were more

consistent with their posting across what accounts they had. 

Content posted on accounts is just as important as how often organizations post,

Original posts are more effective than sharing posts from other organizations (re-posts,

re-tweets, etc.). Cross-posting creates a situation where people pass over the

organizations accounts for the account originally connected with the content that is

shared. Many of the organizations had  scheduled post, either daily or weekly of a

simple poster with no imagery that showcased their information. Many times, this would

be the only post made for the account other than sharing outside content.

How often an organization posts on their social media accounts plays a big part in how

people connect with the accounts. One of the things we examined was how often these

accounts post and the content of these posts. 

. 
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Connects all of your posts together so that the public can search for all your posts 

Creates a connection between you and the person who shares your posts by allowing them to

be associated through the hashtag

Opens the possibility to have your name connected with trending hashtags surrounding issues

of relevance. 

Hashtags used by different organization's accounts were broken down by category and counted to

see how often they were utilized and what areas they focused on. Organizations that have created a

hashtag using their name do not use it that often. Organizations that use hashtags to push their

posts into trending on for you pages on social media get more traction. 

Using hashtags that are created just for your organizations allows for a few things.

Using hashtags that connect to the relevance of the post, brings viewers who are interested in these

issues. Organizations should go through their post choose categories to which they connect and

include hashtags for those topics.

Organizations should also include their location in a hashtag, if they are going to be appearing

across social media they should have a way to connect people back with their services. This could

create an opportunity to draw in volunteers, donors and service users who did not know these

services were in their location. 

Findings & Analysis of Hashtags
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Choose a branding design and stay consistent. 

Curate a different list of accounts to follow on each platform.

Research relevant hashtags and use these hashtags consistently. 

Use images or videos with all posts, Images incorporating handmade signs or people in the
organization connect the viewers to the issues.

When creating a digital campaign, tailor the campaign to the relevant issues and groups on each
platform.

Include a call for engagement (example: tell us what you think, share your experience, use this
hashtag to ... )

78

If your organization created its own hashtag, use it on every post.

Post consistently across all social media channels.

Customize post, image dimensions, and text for each platform. E.g. Twitter requires rectangle
image dimensions & works well with links VS Instagram where square images and blog-like text
work best.

Inclusive branding includes symbols that incorporate images or patterns of nature,
geometric shapes.



Information
about issue and

relevant
hashtags for

people to use 

BREAKDOWN OF EFFECTIVE SOCIAL MEDIA POST ELEMENTS
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Incorporation of
handwritten signs

and people involved
in program

Collection of
hashtags that
connect with

issue to draw in
more views 

line to engage
comments from

viewers
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CONTACT US
Nicole Bedford Films
Website: https://nicolebedford.ca/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nicolebedfordfilms/ @NicoleBedfordFilms
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NicoleBedfordFilms @NicoleBedfordFilms

smallest steps
Website: https://smalleststeps.ca/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/smalleststepsdoc/ @smalleststepsdoc
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thesmalleststeps/ @thesmalleststeps
Twitter: https://twitter.com/vawdocu @vawdocu

Natasha Randell-Tremblett
Email: n.randelltremblett@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/natasha.randell.7

Trent Community Research Centre
Suite 3.10, Trent Student
Centre
1600 West Bank Drive
Peterborough, ON
K9L 0G2
Phone: (705) 748-1093
Email: TCRC@trentu.ca

 
 

Website: https://www.trentu.ca/community-based-research/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/trenttcrc/
@trent.crc
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/TrentCommunityResearchCentre
@TrentCommunityResearchCentre
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TrentCRC @TrentCRC

910

Community Campus Engage Canada
Website: http://ccecanada.ca/
Email: Info@ccecanada.ca

https://nicolebedford.ca/
https://nicolebedford.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/nicolebedfordfilms/
https://www.facebook.com/NicoleBedfordFilms
https://smalleststeps.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/smalleststepsdoc/
https://www.facebook.com/thesmalleststeps/
https://twitter.com/vawdocu
mailto:tcrc@trentu.ca
http://ccecanada.ca/
mailto:Info@ccecanada.ca
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